This paper explores an approach to design for verification in systems built atop a middleware framework which separates synchronization concerns from the "core-functional logic" of a program. The framework is based on a language-independent compositional model of synchronization contracts, called Szumo, which integrates well with popular OO design artifacts and provides strong guarantees of non-interference for a class of strictly exclusive systems. An approach for extracting models from Szumo design artifacts and analyzing the generated models to detect deadlocks is described. A key decision was to use Constraint Handling Rules to express the semantics of synchronization contracts, which allowed a transparent model of the implementation logic.
Introduction
A key problem in the verification of concurrent software is the need to extract from design artifacts a finite state model that is amenable to analysis with respect to a property of interest. Approaches under the category design for verification (D4V) concede some degree of freedom during design (e.g., prescribing design rules 25 , or requiring designers to instantiate a predefined set of patterns 20, 6 ) to automate the derivation of such models. This paper explores an approach to D4V in systems that are built atop a middleware framework designed to separate synchronization concerns from the "core-functional logic" of a program. The SynchroniZation Units MOdel (Szumo) supports the high-level design and implementation of concurrency concerns in the class of strictly exclusive systems that must guarantee mutual exclusion among multiple, dynamically changing, sets of resources, while avoiding typical concurrency errors such as data races, deadlock and starvation. The framework associates each thread with a synchronization contract that governs how it must synchronize with other threads. At run time, schedules are derived by negotiating contracts among threads, so that a thread is scheduled only if its contract has been successfully negotiated. Applications using Szumo execute atop a middleware layer that implements the details of negotiation and scheduling. The contracts themselves are formed by conjoining module-level synchronization constraints, which a programmer declares in the module's interface. A novel characteristic of Szumo is that programmers declare these constraints in lieu of writing explicit synchronization code in the module's implementation, i.e., deferring the mechanics of synchronization to the middleware.
The middleware negotiates contracts in a manner that guarantees freedom from a large class of data races 21 and deadlocks. Consequently, these properties need not be verified.
However, a model of the application is required to demonstrate freedom from all forms of deadlock and to verify more general safety properties. This paper describes an approach that leverages the separation of concerns provided by the Szumo framework to simplify extraction of models from designs that will be implemented using Szumo. The generated models are analyzed to detect deadlock. The remainder of the paper describes our D4V approach in detail. We build finite-state models from UML diagrams extended to represent synchronization constraints (Section 2). Such diagrams naturally support D4V, having already proved useful as representations of the results of reverse engineering and as inputs to later design phases in the traditional software lifecycle 22 . Our framework uses a verifier customized to solve systems of synchronization constraints (Section 4). We found it natural to specify the effects of contract negotiation in the language of Constraint Handling Rules (CHR). We conclude with a summary of our approach and its comparison with related work (Section 5).
Background
We designed Szumo to support development of multi-threaded object-oriented (OO) systems, for which a key problem is to synchronize threads that operate over shared data. Thread synchronization logic is inherently complex, as it involves reasoning over state spaces that grow non-linearly with the size of the program. Without proper synchronization, concurrent access to shared objects can lead to race conditions, and incorrect synchronization logic can lead to starvation or deadlock. Szumo (formerly called the "universe model" 4 ) is a language-independent model of synchronization contracts and middlewarebased contract negotiation.
To date, we have integrated Szumo into an extension of the Eiffel language and, more recently, as an object-oriented framework in C++. The model is the basis for the D4V approach described in the sequel, which implements the negotiation of the synchronization contracts as a CHR constraint solver, and the deadlock detection engine as a logic program exploiting the negotiation constraints. This section supplies background on relevant D4V artifacts, Szumo, CHR and deadlock analyses.
D4V Artifacts
A fundamental D4V decision involves the granularity of sharing among threads: To improve the efficiency of analysis, a designer may opt for coarse-grain sharing; however, doing so limits concurrency. In Szumo, designers choose the granularity of sharing by deploying program objects into synchronization units, which are "object-like" containers (in the sense used in the software components literature 17 ) of one or more program objects. When a program object is created, the middleware deploys it to exactly one synchronization unit, where it remains throughout its lifetime. Moreover, a thread that holds exclusive access to a synchronization unit holds exclusive access to all program objects contained within this unit. A synchronization unit is object-like in that it may encapsulate state, provide operations, and reference other synchronization units whose operations it uses to implement its own, i.e., in a client-supplier fashion. Because sharing occurs only at the level of units, concurrency analyses need not consider how units are composed of program objects. Thus, in the sequel, the "objects" we refer to will always be synchronization units. Synchronization units are identified with instances of types, called unit classes. In addition to standard operations, a unit class may declare (one or more) unit variables, condition variables, and synchronization constraints. Unit variables are references in a client class C to units that serve as direct suppliers to units of type C. Condition variables are booleanvalued variables in a unit class. The synchronization-relevant state of a unit is represented by an assignment of values to the unit's condition variables and unit variables. Finally, the synchronization constraints declare the suppliers to which a client unit requires exclusive access as functions of the client's synchronization-relevant state. A client unit c is said to entail a supplier unit s when c requires exclusive access to s.
To illustrate these ideas and Szumo design artifacts, we show a UML design for a solution to the classic dining philosophers problem (Fig. 1) . Although both Szumo and our verification framework accommodate designs of full-fledged strictly exclusive systems (e.g., including nested method calls and transitive entailments), this simple example helps clearly illustrate the key artifacts in our approach to D4V. Consequently, the following presentation exposes only those features of our framework that are relevant to the analyses of the example system.
A unit-class diagram, Fig. 1(a) , documents unit classes and relationships between them. The stereotypes synchronization and process root designate unit classes 4 whose instances are, respectively, units that are passive and can be shared among multiple threads, and units that serve as non-shared process "roots". We show condition variables as class attributes, unit variables as directed associations, and synchronization constraints as limited propositional formulae over condition variables and unit variables, formed using an entailment operator "==>". The set of synchronization constraints for a client class is given as a value for the "synch constr" tag associated with that class. Thus, in the example design, philosopher units execute in different threads and may perform operations on shared fork units bound to their left and right unit variables. Associated with each philosopher, condition variable eating signifies when the philosopher needs exclusive access to its forks. The philosopher's synchronization constraint asserts that, if eating is true, the philosopher entails its left and right forks.
A sync-state diagram, Fig. 1(b) , shows how operations affect the values of condition variables. Transitions are annotated with events that designate when they are taken. The OCL invariant, shown in curly braces, defines a philosopher unit's synchronization-relevant states (the valuations of the condition variables throughout the unit's execution). An arrow with no source sync-state marks the initial sync-state. Thus, eating is false in s0, the initial sync-state of a philosopher unit, and true in s1. When in s0, a philosopher transitions into s1 (immediately) before invoking its eat operation, and transitions back to s0 (immediately) upon returning. Together, the unit-class and sync-state diagrams document that a philosopher entails its forks while executing an eat operation.
Unit-class and sync-state diagrams define general characteristics of Szumo system components, and as such, they are reusable over different instances of the analysis (e.g., with different number of philosophers). In contrast, a unit-instance diagram, Fig. 1(c) , captures a particular configuration of synchronization units representing the initial state of a design to be checked for deadlock.
Overview of Negotiation
In a Szumo design, the set of units that a thread needs to access can be inferred at run time. For instance, from the design artifacts in Fig. 1 , we infer that a thread needs only its root unit, except when executing the root's eat operation, in which case it needs the Fork units referenced by the root's left and right unit variables. More generally, a thread needs its root unit, as well as any unit entailed by a unit that it needs.
a The conjunction of the synchronization constraints associated with the units that a thread needs defines the thread's synchronization contract. The contract changes dynamically as the thread modifies condition variables and unit variables of the units in which it executes. At run time, the Szumo middleware associates with each thread a set of units, called a realm. When a thread is executing, it is allowed to access all units in its realm, and prevented from accessing any units outside its realm. Szumo provides a strong guarantee of non-interference by preventing realms from overlapping-i.e., by preventing any a Formally, we define the needs of a thread as the smallest set of units that contains the thread's root and that is closed under the entails relation See also Section 2.3. unit from simultaneously being in the realm of more than one thread. Changes in a unit's synchronization-relevant state may result in a thread's realm containing units that it no longer needs. To maximize concurrency, such units are released, or migrated out of the thread's realm. Changes in a unit's synchronization-relevant state may also result in a thread needing some units that are not in its realm. Such units must be acquired before the thread is scheduled. Acquisition of units proceeds in two steps. First, a thread incrementally claims the units it needs. Then, only if all needed units have been successfully claimed, they are atomically migrated into the thread's realm. Thus, acquisition in Szumo always involves a set of synchronization units, and, from the programmer's perspective, occurs atomically. Because some needed units may be contained in the realms of other threads, it may not be possible to immediately claim all needed units. When a thread's realm contains exactly the set of needed units, we say that the realm is complete; otherwise we say it is damaged. At runtime, the Szumo middleware blocks a thread while the thread's realm is damaged, and schedules the thread when the thread's realm is complete.
From a user's perspective, a thread executes within a unit in its (complete) realm until it performs an operation that changes the synchronization-relevant state of the unit, thereby damaging the realm. Consider, for instance, the dining philosophers configuration from Fig. 1 whose initial state is recalled in Fig. 2(a) . The initial realm of each thread (t 0 , t 1 and t 2 ) contains only the thread's root unit (p0, p1 and p2, respectively) in its initial sync-state, in which the unit's condition variable eating is set to false. The entailment of p0, p1 and p2 is the empty set and so, according to the thread's contract, these initial realms are complete (denoted as shaded rectangels surrounding the contained units). However, immediately before invoking the eat operation, the thread t 0 changes p0's sync-state and sets p0's eating variable to true, thereby changing the unit's entailment and damaging the realm. The semantics of Szumo dictates that a thread with a damaged realm must block until appropriate units are released and/or acquired, i.e., the realm is made complete. Moreover, the migration of all needed units not already held by the thread is atomic. In our example, the units f0 and f1, referenced by p0's left and right unit variables, need to be claimed and migrated into t 0 's realm. To safely migrate units, a thread must negotiate with other threads. The required units will be migrated into t 0 's realm only when t 0 claims both of them.
In a Szumo program, threads' contracts are negotiated by the middleware. Contract negotiation proceeds according to a decentralized two-phase protocol. In the initial contraction phase, the middleware releases from the realm all units that are no longer needed. Then, in the expansion phase, the middleware incrementally claims units not in the realm but in the entailment of some unit in the realm, or in the entailment of some claimed unit. After all required units have been successfully claimed, the middleware atomically migrates them into the realm. The realm expansion is complicated by the need to prevent the introduction of concurrency errors in incrementally claiming units. Fig. 2 (b) shows the state of our example system after t 0 's transition and subsequent expansion of its realm. If the thread t 1 , executing in p1, invokes now its eat operation, p1's condition variable eating becomes true, and the fork units f1 and f2 are added to p1's entailment. However, as f1 is in the realm of t 0 , the realm of t 1 cannot be expanded, and so the thread blocks as shown in Fig. 2 (c), with the damaged realm denoted by the dashed line. Finally, after t 0 returns from eat, p0's eating variable changes to false, signifying that the unit no longer entails f0 and f1. This change affects the realms of both threads: the two fork units are released from t 0 's realm, and t 1 acquires f1 and f2. Fig. 2(d) shows the resulting state of the system, in which all realms are complete.
Szumo Negotiation Predicates
For concurrency analysis, we do not model the full mechanics of negotiation, but only the effects of negotiation on the realms and execution status of threads. We define such effects using four predicates. The first predicate represents the entailment information derived from a design: entails(u, v) asserts that u entails v, for units u and v. This predicate is used to define completeness: A set of units R is complete for a thread t if it is the least set satisfying
• r ∈ R, where r denotes the root unit of t and • u ∈ R and entails(u, v) implies v ∈ R, for all units u, v Each of the remaining predicates involves a thread t and a unit u:
• holds(t, u) asserts that u is in the realm of t • needs(t, u) asserts that, if a set R is complete for t, then u ∈ R • waits(t, u) asserts that t needs u but that some other thread t holds u, where t = t For instance, our example dining philosophers system in its execution state shown in Fig. 2 When the realm of a thread t is first damaged, the realm may contain units u such that holds(t, u), but not needs(t, u). Operationally this means that the realm must be contracted. During expansion, the set of all units u satisfying needs(t, u), but not holds(t, u), must be migrated into the realm. The realm is complete when holds(t, u) and needs(t, u) are equivalent, for all u. A deadlocking state is one in which there exists a cycle of dependencies between the waits and holds relations of two or more threads.
Constraint Handling Rules
Our D4V approach represents Szumo negotiation as a solver for custom constraints defined using Constraint Handling Rules (CHR 12 ). The same constraints serve to detect deadlock.
CHR is a declarative language extension designed to write application-tailored constraint solvers. It specifies multi-headed guarded rules that re-write collections of constraints until they reach a solved form. A CHR program is a set of rules that define valid transformations of constraints contained in a dynamically changing constraint store. When a constraint is posed, it is added to the constraint store, triggering the evaluation of the store according to the program rules. The rules are applied in the order of their appearance in the program, until either no more transformations can be performed, in which case the evaluation succeeds, or the store becomes inconsistent, in which case the evaluation fails.
A CHR rule has the form Label @ Head T Guard | Body.
where Label names the rule, Head identifies stored constraints subject to transformation, T signifies the kind of transformation to be performed, Guard is a condition that must hold for the rule to apply, and Body specifies the constraints to be posed. 
holds(T,U) ==> needs(T,U1). acquire @ negotiate(T) \ needs(T,U) <=> holds(T,U).
nonInt @ holds(T2,U), neq(T1,T2) \ holds(T1,U) <=> fail.
block @ block(T) \ needs(T,U) <=> waits(T,U).
A rule is applied if the posed constraint matches a constraint in the rule's head, the store contains constraints that match the other head constraints, and the rule's guard is satisfied. A CHR specification may comprise three kinds of rules. A simplification rule, written Label @ Head <=> Guard | Body, requires that all head constraints be removed from the constraint store and the constraints in the body of the rule be posed. A propagation rule, written Label @ Head ==> Guard | Body, requires that the body constraints be posed but the head constraints remain in the store. The most general simpagation rule, written Label @ HeadK \ HeadR <=> Guard | Body, which combines simplification and propagation, poses the body constraints after removing from the store the constraints matching HeadR, but keeps the head constraints matching HeadK. Thus, simplification and simpagation replace some stored constraints with others, while propagation adds to the store new constraints which are redundant, but which may cause further simplifications. Table 1 shows a subset of the rules that we use in defining the semantics of Szumo negotiation (Section 4.2.1). The propagation rule lift states that for every pair of stored constraints of the form entails(U,U1) and holds(T,U), a constraint needs(T,U1) should be posed. The simpagation rule nonInt applies whenever the store contains holds(T1,U) and holds(T2,U) such that T1 =T2 (expressed by the constraint neq(T1,T2)), in which case the evaluation fails. The simpagation rule acquire, for each pair of stored constraints of the form negotiate(T) and needs(T,U), replaces needs(T,U) with a constraint holds(T,U). Similarly, block, for each pair of stored constraints of the form block(T) and needs(T,U), replaces needs(T,U) with a constraint waits(T,U).
Deadlock
In designing any concurrent system, one must address the potential for the processes to deadlock. Coffman, Elphick and Shoshani 8 identify the following necessary and sufficient conditions for deadlock:
1. mutual exclusion -processes claim exclusive access to resources they require 2. incremental acquisition -processes hold resources already allocated to them while waiting for additional resources they need 3. no pre-emption -resources are never forcibly withdrawn from a process, but are only released voluntarily when no longer needed 4. circular wait -a circular chain of processes exists such that each process holds one or more resources required by its successor
In Szumo systems, conditions 1 and 3 are present at all times because resource sharing is inherently exclusive and the programming model does not support pre-emption. In fact, freedom from pre-emption is one of Szumo's most basic guarantees: Any unit in a realm must remain in the realm until it is no longer needed to satisfy the synchronization constraint of some other unit(s) in the realm. In addition, the systems that benefit from using Szumo tend to exhibit features that give rise to circular waits (condition 4). These features include threads that share multiple resources (as is exemplified in the dining philosophers problem) and cycles in the USES relation among system objects. b These conditions being the norm, what can be manipulated to prevent deadlock is the degree of incremental acquisition (and holding) of multiple resources. The Szumo thread middleware's damage realm service computes and atomically migrates into a realm the set of units needed to make the realm complete. The service is invoked by a thread T , executing in some unit u, immediately after T performs an operation that affects u's entailment. As mentioned previously, re-configuration of a thread's damaged realm comprises a contraction phase, which releases from the realm any unneeded units, and a completion phase, which atomically migrates into the realm a set N of units th thread needs (in the sequel also called the thread's needs set). In the discussion that follows, we use the variable R to denote the contents of a realm immediately after contraction. A deadlock occurs among a collection of threads in a Szumo system when these threads are simultaneously attempting to migrate their respective needs sets N into their respective realms R. We now state the conditions for deadlock more precisely.
Let I n denote an index set of size n, i.e., I = {1 . . . n}. Of concern is whether a configuration of threads {T α } is in a state of deadlock, where α ranges over I k for some k ≥ 2. To reason about the conditions that indicate deadlock, we use the indexed set {R α } to denote the contents of the damaged realms of each T α and {N α } to denote the sets of units needed to complete each such realm. Let Σ n denote the set of circular linearizations of I n , by which we mean the set of surjections σ :
The configuration {T α }, {R α }, {N α } α∈I k must deadlock before any T α is able to complete its realm if there exists a σ ∈ Σ k such that:
Essentially, there must exist a holds-waits cycle, whereby the needs of each thread in the cycle include units that are in the realm of (i.e., are held and cannot be released by) the next thread in the cycle. If it is possible for a program to reach such a configuration, the program contains a design fault that could lead to a deadlock which cannot be avoided or recovered by the thread middleware. It is these faults that our D4V process helps to uncover. If no such state is reachable, then our analysis assumes the thread middleware will successfully avoid, or recover from, any deadlocks that could arise during negotiation.
To validate this assumption, we explain how the damage realm service completes a damaged realm R using a two-phase protocol of first claiming and then atomically migratb Notice that such cyclic dependencies often arise in object-oriented systems whose classes are synthesized from the roles of multiple reusable collaborations. They may also occur as a natural consequence of software evolution.
ing all units N needed to complete R. In the first phase, the thread T attempts to claim all units in N . The claiming phase may block indefinitely if, for example, T claims some unit u that is currently held by another thread. Claiming also admits pre-emption. One preemption strategy uses the age of a thread to give it priority over others when all claim the same unit. If T claims a unit u that is currently claimed (but not held) by another thread T = T and if T has priority over T , then T will be forced to disclaim u and block, waiting for u to become available. Another pre-emption strategy causes a thread to release all of its claimed units, lower its priority, and then restart the claiming phase, thereby allowing a contender to complete its realm and continue. These restarts are governed by a timeout mechanism with an exponentially increasing bound. Thus, each thread in such a deadly embrace will eventually gain priority over all of the others, and assuming that the deadlock condition (1) does not hold, such a thread will be able to claim all units it needs. In the second phase, once T has successfully claimed the set of all required units, the entire set is atomically migrated into T 's realm, after which pre-emption is not possible.
Recall that for a deadlock to occur, there must be a circular wait among a set of processes that incrementally acquire and hold resources without pre-emption. Now suppose there does not exist (for any k ≥ 2) a system configuration that satisfies the stated deadlock condition (1). Then there must be a minimal configuration {T α }, {R α }, {N α } α∈I k for which there exists a circular wait, and yet there must be at least one thread T α whose needs set N α does not overlap with the contents of any of the other damaged realms. Consequently, the deadlock must have arisen due to the order in which two or more threads are claiming some units in the intersection of their needs sets. If T α , the thread whose needs do not overlap with the other realms, has priority, then it will pre-empt the claimed units from all of the contenders and thus be able to complete its realm. If not, then each of the threads will block until such time as T α achieves priority over its contenders and is able to claim all of its needs and complete.
The damage realm service greatly reduces the need for designers to construct programs that incrementally acquire and hold resources, thereby reducing opportunities for the introduction of design faults that manifest in deadlock. In the absence of a service such as damage realm, programmers must design negotiation protocols that incrementally acquire sets of units, which means they may need to implement some mechanism for preemption in order to prevent deadlock. Such protocols are difficult to design correctly, are difficult to update and maintain as a system evolves, and quite often are not designed at all because the programmer does not envision the thread interactions that could cause the incremental acquisition to lead to a deadlock. However, because Szumo programs can benefit from damage realm, Szumo designs tend to be free from this class of design faults.
The remainder of this paper introduces the formal model of the behaviors of Szumo programs, and proposes a technique to analyze this model for the presence of deadlock. To cope with state explosion, our procedure for constructing the behavioral models exploits the knowledge that accidental deadlocks are automatically prevented by the thread middleware. Thus, transitions are labeled by the atomic migrations of sets of units into the realms rather than by more fine-grain actions that claim or disclaim a single unit. States of the model are labeled with relations that define the system's wait-for graph. The graph comprises nodes representing the threads, and edges reflecting inter-thread dependencies: When a thread T 1 is blocked waiting for a resource held by another thread, T 2 , the graph contains an edge from T 1 to T 2 . Our deadlock analysis involves an exhaustive search of the model, looking for a state whose wait-for graph contains a knot, i.e., a node which is reachable from all nodes that it can reach.
Computing Behaviors of Szumo Designs
Conceptually, we model the execution state of a Szumo system as comprising a collection of sync-state diagrams (one for each unit in the system being modeled) along with a database that maintains the contents and configuration of each realm. Fig. 3 depicts a schematic representation of a system execution step, which transitions between two states System and System'. The system transition involves a unit transition (i.e., one execution step of one thread taken within some unit in its realm) followed by an update of the realm-configuration database, triggered by changes in the unit's entailment. The updated sync-state diagram is then conjoined with the diagrams of the unaffected units and with the updated realm-configuration database to produce System'. Our representation of each unit's sync-state diagram includes information about its entailment at each state. This representation makes it trivial to compute changes to entailments. A more difficult representation problem concerns the need to efficiently and transparently connect changes in some sync-state diagram to configuration updates of any of the realms that might be affected by the change in entailment. This is difficult because a change in the entailment of a unit affects not only the realm that contains the unit, but possibly also the realms of other threads in the system. For instance, recall the dining philosophers system from Fig. 2 , where a transition between the states shown in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d) involves a change in the entailment of the philosopher unit p0 (it no longer entails fork units f0 and f1), which affects the realms of two threads (the thread executing in p0 releases f0 and f1, whereas the thread executing in p1 acquires f1 and f2). We identify the following as the desirable properties of a realm configuration model:
• the representation should faithfully reflect the relations defined by the Szumo negotiation predicates (Section 2.3) and these should be easily accessible by analysis tools, such as our deadlock detector: • the representation should be separate from that of the units, but should respond automatically to changes in unit entailments (as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3 ); • the representation should perform its updates according to the Szumo negotiation semantics; • the update procedure should attempt to reconfigure only those damaged realms which are actually affected by the particular entailment change.
Our framework satisfies these requirements by combining the advantages of logic programming and CHR-based constraint solving. Specifically, we represent synchronization units as extended finite automata (EFA) 24 , in which sync-states and transitions are specified as logic relations, and the units' entailment is recorded in terms of a CHR constraint entails. The constraint defines the first of the Szumo negotiation predicates (Section 2.3), and may be posed in the course of a unit-level sync-state transition. We also use CHR constraints needs, holds and waits to reflect the remaining predicates from Section 2.3, which define the relations between units and threads. Finally, we express the negotiation semantics of Szumo as a CHR program which updates the realms by triggering appropriate needs, holds and waits constraints in response to posed entails constraints. The constraints are associated directly with the units and threads which they involve, and so, they can be accessed easily (by accessing respective units and threads). Furthermore, posing an entails constraint triggers evaluation of only that part of the store which is relevant to the units involved in this constraint, thus contributing to the efficiency of our model. After each system transition, the current configuration of the realms is given by the CHR constraint store. Fig. 4 schematically illustrates our solution. A system state is defined by the composition of EFAs representing current state of the synchronization units, and the constraint store reflecting the configuration of the realms. Beginning from such a state, a transition of a unit's EFA moves the EFA to its next state, possibly posing one or more entails constraints. Each of these constraints triggers evaluation of the constraint store according to the CHR formulation of the Szumo negotiation semantics, which computes a new state of the store, thus finalizing an execution step at the system level. 
The Verification Framework
We model the behavior of a Szumo system as an extended finite automaton whose states represent configurations of threads, each executing within a unit in its realm. Transitions of this EFA reflect synchronization-relevant changes in the state of one or more threads, and thus must respect the negotiation semantics of unit migration as dictated by the synchronization constraints. This semantics is obtained by extending an EFA-based verification technique 24 to support inter-thread negotiation. We implemented our verification framework on top of the XSB tabled logic programming platform 29 , using the CHR system 23 . Fig. 5 outlines the high-level architecture of our D4V framework. Szumo design artifacts (Unit-Instance, Unit-Class and Sync-State diagrams) are translated into Prolog modules (Configuration Predicates, Sync Clauses and Unit-Class EFAs), which instantiate a generic deadlock-detection framework (Negotiation Constraint Solver, EFA Composer and Property Verifier) with the details of the system to be analyzed. In the following sections we describe the generated Prolog modules (4.1), and the components of the generic verification framework (4.2). As of the time of writing, the translation (unlabeled ovals) from Szumo design artifacts to Prolog modules is performed by hand.
Problem-specific Framework Modules
For each unit class, a unit-class EFA module defines two relations, trans and inv, modeling the units' behaviors. trans(Type, Id, StateS, Event, StateD) represents the transition relation defined in the unit class' sync-state diagram, where Type names the associated unit class, Id identifies a specific unit-class instance, StateS and StateD name the transition's source and destination states, respectively, and Event specifies when the transition is taken. For example, the sync-state diagram for a dining philosopher from Fig. 1(b) yields the rules trans(philosopher, P, s0, before eat, s1). trans(philosopher, P, s1, after eat, s0).
Intuitively, the first fact asserts that, when in state s0, a unit-class philosopher's instance P may execute a before eat event and transition into state s1.
The meaning that, when a philosopher unit is in s0, eating is false, and when the unit is in s1, eating is true. The unit-instance diagram manifests as a set of config(uration) predicates which record the inter-unit associations through unit variables. The predicates are defined by means of problem-specific CHR constraints corresponding to each association. For example, for the dining philosophers system from Fig. 1 , we define CHR constraints right and left To represent the unit-instance diagram in Fig. 1(c) , we pose:
right(P2,F2). left(P2,F0).
Thus, the configuration predicates are added to the constraint store at the time of system initialization and remain there throughout the execution.
Each synchronization constraint translates into a (sync)hronization clause, which is evaluated as a part of a unit's transition step, and uses the configuration predicates to compute the unit's entailment. For example, "eating ==> left ∧ right" yields
where P identifies a philosopher unit, L and R reference the unit's left and right fork, and match left and match right are automatically generated predicates that bind the second argument of a given constraint based on the value of the first argument and the contents of the CHR store. A call to the above synchronization clause for a given philosopher unit P and its condition variable eating succeeds when [L,R] is a list of fork unit identifiers such that left(P,L) and right(P,R) are stored constraints.
Generic Framework Modules

Negotiation Constraint Solver
A change in the entailment of a unit may damage the realm of the thread that owns it, and thus, may require inter-thread negotiation. The negotiation constraint solver is a Prolog Table 2 . CHR formulation of Szumo negotiation semantics :-chr module(negotiation).
:-constraints entails/2, needs/2, holds/2, waits/2, release/2, negotiate/1, block/1, neq/2.
:-never stored release/2, negotiate/1, block/1.
% Update threads' contracts after a change in unit's entailment entails(U,U) <=> true. entails(U,U1), holds(T,U) ==> needs(T,U1). entails(U,U1), needs(T,U) ==> needs(T,U1).
% Negotiate constraint --acquire all needed units negotiate(T) \ needs(T,U) <=> holds(T,U). negotiate(T) \ waits(T,U) <=> holds(T,U).
holds(T2,U), neq(T1,T2) \ holds(T1,U) <=> fail. holds(T,U) \ waits(T,U) <=> true.
% Block execution of a thread whose realm cannot be made complete block(T) \ needs(T,U) <=> waits(T,U).
% Release units affected by modification of a condition variable release(U1,U2) \ entails(U1,U2) <=> true. release(U1,U2), holds(T,U1) \ holds(T,U2) <=> true. release(U1,U2), holds(T,U1) \ waits(T,U2) <=> true. release(U1,U2), holds(T,U1) \ needs(T,U2) <=> true. release(U1,U2), entails(U2,U3) ==> release(U1,U3). release(U1,U2), entails(U3,U1) ==> release(U3,U2). module reflecting Szumo's negotiation semantics. It is used at each step of system execution to update constraints representing the predicates defined in Section 2.3. The negotiation constraint solver is generated from a CHR program shown in Table 2 . The program declares eight constraints which, based on their role in the negotiation process, can be split into three conceptual groups. The constraints in the first group, which includes entails, needs, holds and waits, represent the Szumo negotiation predicates from Section 2.3. The entails constraints represent the current state of unit entailment; whereas the needs constraints represent the units that a given thread needs in order to complete its realm. The holds and waits constraints reflect the current configuration of thread realms. Notice that the addition of needs constraints to the store is triggered by posing the entails constraints.
The second group includes three auxiliary constraints: negotiate, block and release. Each of these is posed by the EFA composer module to trigger a realm update during the computation of a system-level transition. These constraints are defined in a way so that they are not retained in the constraint store after they have been evaluated (as dictated by the never stored declaration at the beginning of the file). For instance, the negotiate constraint is used to reflect completing a realm after new units have been added to the entailment of some units in the realm (by means of the entails constraint). Posing negotiate(T) attempts to replace all stored constraints needs(T,U) with holds(T,U), which models atomic migration into the realm of a thread T all the units that the thread needs. Similarly, posing block(T) replaces all stored constraints needs(T,U) with waits(T,U), signifying that the thread T is suspended waiting for the needed units. The constraint release governs realm contraction after some units have been removed from the entailment of some units in the realm, taking care of the transitive dependencies between the unit entailment and the configuration of the realms, as defined in Section 2.3. We describe the computation of a system-level transition in detail in Section 4.2.2.
Finally, the third group comprises the constraint neq, which ensures that each thread is unique, and is required to model the non-interference of threads in a Szumo system.
EFA Composer
Unit-level EFAs are aggregated into thread-level EFAs, which are then composed to form a system-level EFA. The composition is performed by the EFA composer module, which computes successor states in the system EFA from the successor states in the thread EFAs, taking into account the rules of inter-thread negotiation defined by the negotiation constraint solver (Section 4.2.1). Table 3 shows the code implementing this computation.
A state in a system is a composition of the states of all the system's threads. A state of a thread is defined by the synchronization state of the unit in which the thread currently executes (referred to as the thread's active unit), and the configuration of the thread's realm. A system-level transition is based on a single execution step taken by one thread in its active unit. We define such a transition in terms of the predicate s trans(Threads, SrcClasses, SrcStates, DstClasses, DstStates), where Threads denotes the set of system threads, SrcClasses and DstClasses name the unit-class type of each thread's active unit before and after the transition c , and SrcStates and
DstStates name the source and destination sync-states of the active units for each thread. The predicate has two clauses: The first clause guides a transition of one thread (denoted by the first element of Threads), whereas the second clause allows to choose any thread from the list to take the transition. We specify an execution step of a thread Thread as a transition of the EFA of Thread's active unit (Unit) to a new sync-state, followed by an update of Unit's condition variables in accordance with its trans and inv relations. These updates trigger modification of the constraint store to reflect changes in Unit's entailment and resulting re-configuration of the realms. The store is updated by means of two predicates, complete and contract. The predicate contract(Unit,CondVsFalse) first evaluates Unit's synchronization clauses on condition variables CondVsFalse (which in Unit's destination sync-state are false) to determine the set of units referenced by these variables. All units in the set are then released, i.e., removed from the entailment of Unit, and migrated out of the realm of Unit's thread, by the invocation of release all(Unit,UnitList) which poses the constraint release(Unit,U) for Unit and each unit U in UnitList.
In the next step, complete(Thread,Unit,CondVsTrue,Flag) updates the entailment of Unit and the access needs of Thread, and re-configures Thread's realm according to these updates. The update of Unit's entailment and Thread's needs is done by trigger all(Unit,CondVs), which evaluates Unit's synchronization clauses on condition variables CondVs (which in Unit's destination sync-state are true) to determine the set of units referenced by these variables. This set of units is used by entails all to pose entails(Unit,U) for Unit and each unit U in the set. Posing entails triggers the needs constraint, which computes the set of units that Thread needs in its realm as the transitive closure of Unit's new entailment. Once the set of all units needed by Thread is determined, the predicate complete tries to migrate all these units into the realm of Thread by posing negotiate(Thread). If this attempt succeeds (Flag is set to true), Unit transitions to its destination sync-state, and the system reaches a new state, in which Thread is scheduled for execution. If negotiate(Thread) fails (Flag is set to false), block(Thread) is posed to document that Thread is waiting for the requested units. In this case a new state of the system is defined by Unit's current sync-state, and Thread being blocked until its realm can be made complete.
Property Verifier
The property verifier module checks each newly computed system state for the presence of deadlock. It searches the constraint store for a set of constraints defining a knot in the wait-for graph, in which the nodes represent the threads and the edges reflect their holdsand-waits dependencies. The graph is defined implicitly in terms of holds and waits constraints: For two nodes, T1 and T2, an edge from T1 to T2 manifests as the stored constraints waits(T1,U) and holds(T2,U) for some unit U. Table 4 shows our implementation of this search. The predicate depends defines reachability in the wait-for graph, i.e., transitive de-pendency between the threads: depends(T1,T2) evaluates to true either if there is an edge from T1 to T2, or if there is another thread, T, such that there is an edge from T1 to T and depends(T,T2) holds. A knot in the graph occurs if there is a thread T that cannot progress in execution because all threads that T depends on also depend on T. The predicates knot and progress capture this correlation: progress(T) asserts that the thread T may execute, i.e., if T depends on any threads, at least one of those threads does not depend on T. The predicate knot(T) identifies a thread T for which so defined progress is not possible. The top-level predicate deadlock looks for a knot among all threads in the system.
Discussion and Related Work
This paper builds upon the separation of concerns and run-time guarantees provided by Szumo, and the declarative nature of CHR, to enable an approach for detecting deadlock in designs of multi-threaded systems. Our D4V approach extends an EFA-based verification system 24 to simplify extraction of finite-state models from Szumo designs. In Szumo designs, synchronization concerns are separated from the "core-functional logic" of programs and expressed as synchronization contracts, which are negotiated at run time by the middleware. The high-level specification of the designs, represented in the well-known notation of UML, and their direct correspondence with the models, facilitate traceability and contribute to transparency of our approach. The verification system is extended with a constraint solver that is generated from a CHR program encoding the semantics of thread negotiation in Szumo. The formulation using the declarative language of CHR allows to determine the correctness of the negotiation protocol simply by inspection, thus adding to trustability of our framework. Furthermore, the verification system constructs models on-the-fly 15 , elaborating execution paths incrementally and only to the point where either a deadlock is detected or extending a path would violate a synchronization contract. Although not discussed in this paper, the approach supports checking properties more general than deadlock by substituting appropriate property verifier modules in Fig. 5 . In the case of path properties, the elaboration of the global EFA is property-driven, which reduces the search space of the corresponding verification problems. Concurrency analysis tools, such as Bandera 9 and Java PathFinder (JPF) 14 , extract finite-state models directly from the code, instead of designs, to ensure fidelity between the the code and the model. JPF translates programs, written in a Java subset, to PROMELA in order that the SPIN model checker 15 can detect deadlocks and violations of boolean assertions. Bandera incorporates a variety of program analysis, abstraction, and transformation techniques for extracting conservative finite-state models from Java source code, and a variety of backends targeting input languages of different model checkers. The translations implemented by JPF and Bandera are complex, obstructing transparency and complicating traceability. The models automatically generated by these tools also tend to be fairly low-level. To counter this latter problem, Bandera relies on a software analyst to indicate additional abstractions that need to be performed. In contrast, our approach generates models from design artifacts that express synchronization concerns declaratively, and at a level higher than the code. Such artifacts should be more amenable to transparent generation of models at a level of abstraction suitable for concurrency analysis. Several other approaches separate synchronization concerns for purposes of verification. SyncGen, generates synchronization code that is woven into a subject program from declarative specifications of region invariants 10 . Another approach coordinates threads in accessing protected resources by synthesizing concurrency controllers from global policies, expressed using high-level guarded commands based on a set of pre-defined patterns, and controller interfaces, expressed as finite state machines 5 . In both cases, the separation of concurrency concerns affords modular reasoning. However, the specifications of concurrency concerns in these approaches are global in that they describe possible accesses to supplier objects made by all threads. As such, they are more expressive than synchronization contracts, but lack their compositionality. Furthermore, neither of the approaches protects from data races caused by an incorrect specification of concurrency concerns, and neither one directly supports deadlock analysis. Magee and Kramer propose a model-based approach to D4V that separates synchronization and functional concerns 19 . The designer first models a system as the parallel composition of finite state processes (FSP) and analyzes the model for safety and progress properties using their LTSA tool. Once verified, the processes are implemented as Java monitors. The translation from an FSP model to Java is idiomatic, and cannot be fully automated. Additionally, the FSP model is intentionally operational. One D4V approach to detecting data races 1 extends Java with annotations to associate locks with program fields and methods, and uses static analysis to track the set of locks held at each program point. Annotations are supplied by a designer or inferred automatically, which, for the price of false positives, makes the technique applicable even for very large programs. An annotation-based strategy for avoiding data races in Java programs is proposed in the synchronization model of Vaziri, Tip, and Dolby 26 . This work, however, does not support any form of system analysis. Our approach uses run-time analysis to detect deadlock, leaving protection against data races to the middleware. Numerous approaches address the problem of detecting actual or potential deadlocks, either statically ( 16, 27, 11, 28 ), or dynamically ( 13, 18, 2 ). All these techniques analyze existing programs and, as such, are often specific to certain programming languages or platforms. Our work finds deadlock in the designs of systems for the language-independent Szumo framework. A strategy for detecting deadlock in system designs 7 is integrated into the design process of the Metropolis environment for embedded systems. Although more flexible than Szumo as a design framework, Metropolis does not avoid concurrency errors, nor does it separate concurrency concerns. This leads to designs much more complex, and harder to analyze, than those in Szumo. The deadlock detection algorithm in this approach searches for cycles in a dependency graph built explicilty and updated during system simulation. In our framework, the dependency graph is maintained implicitly in terms of Szumo negotiation constraints. Furthermore, our constraint-based specification enables considerable simplification of the graph evaluation. Finally, we note that others have used CHR to reason about concurrent interactions. Alberti and colleagues verify that multi-agent configurations behave according to prescribed protocols 3 . However, they do not use constraint programming to directly model the semantics of agent interaction, as we do to model the semantics of thread negotiation.
